Structural principles of semiconducting Group 14 clathrate frameworks.
We have performed a comprehensive theoretical investigation of the structural principles of semiconducting clathrate frameworks composed of the Group 14 elements carbon, silicon, germanium, and tin. We have investigated the basic clathrate frameworks, together with their polytypes, intergrowth clathrate frameworks, and extended frameworks based on larger icosahedral building blocks. Quantum chemical calculations with the PBE0 hybrid density functional method provided a clear overview of the structural trends and electronic properties among the various clathrate frameworks. In agreement with previous experimental and theoretical studies, the clathrate II framework proved to be the energetically most favorable, but novel hexagonal polytypes of clathrate II also proved to be energetically very favorable. In the case of silicon, several of the studied clathrate frameworks possess direct and wide band gaps. The band structure diagrams and simulated powder X-ray patterns of the studied frameworks are provided and systematic preliminary evaluation of guest-occupied frameworks is conducted to shed light on the characteristics of novel, experimentally feasible clathrate compositions.